Jordan triple systems and pairs do not in general possess unit elements, so that certain standard Jordan algebra methods for studying derivations, extensions, and bimodules do not carry over to triples. Unit elements usually arise as a maximal sum of orthogonal idempotents. In Jordan triple systems such orthogonal sums of tripotents are not enough: in order to "cover" the space one must allow families of tripotents which are orthogonal or collinear. We show that well behaved triples and pairs do possess covering systems of mixed tripotents, and that for many purposes such nonorthogonal families serve as an effective substitute for a unit element. In particular, they can be used to reduce the cohomology of a direct sum to the cohomology of the summands.
Throughout we consider Jordan triple systems / over an arbitrary ring Φ of scalars, having product P(x)y quadratic in x and linear in y with polarized trilinear product {xyz} = P(x f z)y -L(x, y)z.
For easy reference we record the following standard identities satisfied by the multiplications in a Jordan triple system: (0.1)
P(P(χ)y) = P(χ)P(y)P(χ) (0.2) P(x)L(y, x) = P(P(x)y f x) = L(x, y)P{x) (0.3) L(P(x)y, y) = L(x, P(y)x) (0.4) L(x 9 y)P(z) + P(z)L(y, x) = P({xyz} f z) (0.5) [L(x, y), L(z, w)] = L({xyz}, w) -L(z, {yxw}) P(x, y)P{z) -L{x, z)L{y, z) -L{x, P(z)y) ,

P(z)P(x f y) -L(z, x)L(z, y) -L(P(z)x, y) P{P{x)y, z) = P(x, z)L{y, x) -L{z, y)P(x) = Ux, y)P{x, z) -P(x)L(z, y) P({xyz}) + P(P(x)P(y)z } z) = P{x)P{y)P{z) + P{z)P{y)P{x)
+ Ux, v)P(z) Uv, x) (see [2] , [3] , [8] for basic facts about Jordan triple systems). We recall the 3 basic examples of Jordan triple systems. The rectangular p x q matrices with entries in a unital algebra D with 58 KEVIN MCCRIMMON involution a-^a become a triple system
M p>q {D): P{x)y = x{ψx) {if p ^ q) or (xψ) x {if p S q) .
We always assume p + q ^ 3 since M lΛ {D) is just D; here D must be alternative (though the involution is arbitrary), and if p 4-q ^ 4 must even be associative. When D is associative the triple structure is given by P{x)y = xψx. If p -q = n M n , n {D) is just the j-isotope P{x)y = U{x)y 3 ' of the unital Jordan algebra M n {D) ofnxn matrices, with respect to the adjoint involution y 3 ' = y\ In general we have a decomposition M p>q {D) = φ^^,!^-^ £^ϋ where P{aE ίj )bE ίj = a{ba)E ίό = {ab)aE ij {aE ίά bE iά cE u } = a{bc)E u {cEφEφE^ = (c5)α# w {aEφE h fiE kl ) = a{bc)E n = (αfiJcJ?,, for i Φl, j Φ k, while all other "unlinked" products P{aE ij )bE rs ((r, s) ^ (i, i)) and {aE ij bE r9 cE k} } {{r, s) Φ {k, j), (i, Z)) are zero.
The alternating matrices (those skew-symmetric X* = -X with diagonal entries X έi = 0) over a commutative associative algebra C form a Jordan triple system A n {C) under the product 1 A n {C): P A {x)y = a^α = -xyx .
When C has an involution c -»c, the map X y = X* is an involution on A n {C), and we can form the i-isotope S n {C): P s {x)y = P^(x)τ/^ -a^'α? --xyx , which is called the symplectic triple system S n {C). We may view AJC) as the special case of a symplectic system S n {C) where C has trivial involution. Note that the involution is not used in determining the matrices in S n {C), only in defining the product: both 1 We remark that the alternating matrices also form a subsystem of M n (C) under the product PM(X)V=XVX, but in general (e.g., over R) this system contains no tripotents at all, whereas under P A the symplectic matrix units Fij -Eij-Eji always are tripotents. We also remark that the space of all skew-hermitian matrices X t= -X forms a Jordan triple system Sk{M n (C)) under P(x)y=xy t x=-xyx. For even n=2m this is just an isotope of the Jordan algebra H 2m (C, σ) of symmetric elements relative to the symplectic involution X σ = SX t
S~1= -SX t S (S the standard symplectic matrix) under U{x)y=xyx, since X-+SX is an isomorphism of Sk(M2m(C)) with the isotope P s (x)y= -U(x)U(S)y=-x(SyS)x.
In particular, in characteristic Φ2 alternating is the same as skew so A 2m (C) and S 2m {C) are isotopes of B 2m (C, σ) , and only the case where n is odd produces something new. (Note that for a nontrivial involution the space of hermitianalternating matrices spanned by the cζij>=cEij -cEji for iφj does not form a triple system under XΫ ι X, since {1<12>1<23>C<31>} = (c-c)En is alternating only when c-c=0).
COMPATIBLE PEIRCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS 59
A n (C) and S n (C) consist of the same alternating matrices. In terms of the basis elements aF i3 -a(E i3 -E H ) = -aF 3i (a eC, i Φ j for distinct i, j, k, I, while all other "unlinked" products P(aF i3 )bF kl ((fc, I) ^ (if j), ϋ, ϋ) and {aF ί3 bF kl cF rs } ((fc, Z), (Z, fc) g {i, j} x {r, s}) are zero. We are interested only in S n (C) for n ^ 4, since for smaller n (0.11) ^(C) = 0, S 2 (C) = C, because aF 12 + δi^is + oF 2d -> a£/ n + δί? 12 + cJ5 13 is an isomorphism of S 3 (C) on M ltB (C) , under which the symplectic units {F 12 , F 1S , F 23 } correspond to the rectangular row units {E n , E i2 , E 13 \. Just as general symplectic matrix systems are obtained as isotopes of alternating systems, so we can obtain general hermitian triple systems as isotopes of the Jordan algebra H n (D, D o ) of n x n hermitian matrices X** -X over D whose diagonal entries lie in a given ample -subspace D o (a subspace of symmetric elements in the nucleus of D containing 1 and closed under aD o a* czD 0 for all aeD). Here D is forced to be alternative with D o contained in the nucleus if n ^ 3 and associative if n ^ 4. If j is an automorphism of D of period 2 commuting with the given involution * and leaving D ϋ invariant, we can define the hermitian Jordan triple system to consist of the same hermitian matrices under the ^-isotopic product U(x)y j where y j denotes the result of applying j to all the entries of the matrix y. As in the symplectic case, j is used only in determining the product, not the matrices. By commutativity, aa* (See [2] , [4] for results on Peirce decompositions.)
If e and / are orthogonal tripotents, the corresponding Peirce projections commute and yield a double Peirce decomposition of the space. However, e and / by no means need be orthogonal in order for this double decomposition to exist: all that is necessary is that e and / be compatible in the sense that the corresponding Peirce projections commute, (1.5) [Ele\ E d (f)] = 0 (i, j = 0, 1, 2) .
We can describe rather briefly the condition that two tripotents be compatible; it is very important that this depends only on the tripotents themselves, and not on the triple system in which they are imbedded. 
Proof First let us show this condition is symmetric in e and /, i.e., it implies {ffe}eJ 2 (e). For arbitrary tripotents e, f, if we write x = {eef} in terms of its Peirce components x = x 2 + x ί + x 0 for x t eJ<(f) we have 2x 2 
Thus always x 0 = 0 and always x 2 is symmetric,
The condition {βe/}e J 2 is just that x λ -0. Now assume {ee/}e J 2 (/), i.e., ^ = 0 and {eef} = x 2 ; then P(β){Jfe}=P(e)Ir(β f /)/={-P(/, e)L(e, e) + P(P(e)e, f) + P(P(e, f)e, e)}f (by linearized (0.2)) = ~{fx 2 e} + {^#} + KM = {#β} from (1.4) since x 2 =x 2 by (1.7). Thus {ffe} = P{e){ffe} e J 2 (β) and the condition is symmetric in β and /. Now we show the condition {eef} 6 J 2 (f) (and its consequences {ffe}eJ 2 (e)) are necessary and sufficient for compatibility (1.5 
Furthermore, by symmetry in e and / we need only prove the first part of (ii).
For (1.7) , and the hypothesis {eef} -x 2 . We remark that if 1/2 e Φ then (i) already
is generated by L(f, f) according to (0.6) .
In general, for .4) and (1.7) . Before considering (iii) we pause to establish
2 commutes with L(f f f) and hence leaves its 2-eigenspace invariant: 2 -L(e, eff = {L(e, e) + 2P(<?) 2 }/ (by (0.6)) = x 2 + 2(^2 + ^0) = x 2 + 2^2 as in (v) . On the other hand, identifying Peirce components in 0 = {P({eef}) + P(P(e) 2 /, /) -
2 ) (by (v)) = P(x 2 )f -fa + z 2 + Xi) -z Q yields z 0 = 0, so z = ^2 6 J 2 (/) as in (iv), and P{x 2 )f = z 2 + z 2 + x 2 as in (vi).
Finally we are ready to establish (iii). (using (v) and (1.7)) = P(/){P(«, + «, 0 (using (1.4) , (1.7) , and noting by linearized (0.6) 
From this it is easy to see that if a 2 = 0 then / = ^ φ α 0 is the direct sum of two orthogonal tripotents, similarly if a x = 0 or α 0 -0. Thus a compatible / is not too far away from being a direct sum of orthogonal tripotents f e J t (e).
• If J is a Jordan algebra instead of a triple system and e, f are idempotents (e 2 -e, f 2 = /) instead of merely tripotents, then com- 
The most important examples of compatible tripotents are either orthogonal e _L / (each lies in the 0-space of the other) or collinear eTf (each lies in the 1-space of the other). In the remainder of this section we investigate what collinearity amounts to in basic examples of triple systems. Recall that tripotents e, f are collinear
Let us note that in a Jordan algebra we cannot have collinear idempotents; collinearity is strictly for tripotents. PROPOSITION 1.14. Two nonzero idempotents in a Jordan algebra can never be collinear.
Proof. If eeJjif) and feJ^e) are idempotents then f-{eef)ẽ 2 of = e of=eof= {eff} = e, so /= P(/)/= P(f)e -0 and dually e = 0. (Alternately, if feJ,(e) then / 2 6 J 2 (e) + J 0 (e), so the only idempotent in J^e) is / = 0. Or yet again, the result follows directly from (1.13).) D
Collinearity in JT{A)
From any associative algebra A we can form a Jordan triple system JT(A) on the linear space A by
Here an element x is tripotent iSxxx = x, i.e., # 8 = x. In this ease e = a; 2 is an ordinary associative idempotent, and e# = xe = #, Thus x lies in the unital Peirce subalgebra eAe and is a "square root of unity" therein. Generalizing the previous example, if J is any Jordan algebra we obtain a Jordan triple system JT(J) by forgetting the squaring operation:
In a Jordan algebra we define an element x to be strictly tripotent if it "strictly" satisfies the relation x s -x, i.e.,
Thus there is a distinction between a being strictly tripotent in the Jordan algebra J as in (1.16) , and merely being tripotent x z = x in the Jordan triple system JT(J). 
Thus when J has no such trivial z we have z = 0 and # 4 = α; A more general method for obtaining Jordan triples T from Jordan algebras J is through P(x)y -U(x)y* for some involution * of J. However, there seems to be no relation between tripotents x e JT(J, *) and idempotents in J (in general there don't seem to be idempotents in J). In the special case where / = A + , so P(x)y = xy*x, an element x is tripotent iff x -a + δ for aeeAe, beeA(l -e) satisfying αα* + 66* = e for a symmetric idempotent β (namely e = a%c*, a = xe, 6 = a;(l -e)). Collinearity becomes complicated, Proof. a->a' = (\ Q) imbeds JΓ(A, *) in JΓ(B) for B=Λf 2 (il), so from (1.15) ^' -eί 2 + e 21 , y' = eί s + ώ for ej,.= ^t °Q j \i, j = 1, 2) 4 = (°/Q) (i, fc = 1, 3), e'u = ^Q* ?) we get the result. Π 2* Compatible Peirce decomposition* A finite family gf{βi, , e n } of tripotents is compatible if every pair e if e 3 -is compatible. Now any time we have a finite number of commuting decom-
, e n we can put them together to get a simultaneous decomposition of the underlying space J. We retain the parentheses in the subscripts to distinguish them from the standard orthogonal Peirce decompositions.
WARNING. The labelling of mixed Peirce spaces IS NOT SYM-METRIC IN THE INDICES i u ••-,*,; it depends on an ordering e lf ",e n of the compatible tripotents. It therefore differs from the usual labelling in the case of two orthogonal tripotents. Indeed, if e lf e 2 are orthogonal the above 9-term decomposition J"=Σ<,i=2 f i.o«7«/> reduces to a 6-term decomposition since
and
is usually written as
It must be emphasized that such a 3 n -term mixed Peirce decomposition relative to compatible e u , e n is much more complicated than the l/2(w + l)(w + 2)-term decomposition relative to orthogonal e l9 m ,e n . The usual philosophy behind Peirce decompositions is to reduce the abstract product on / to more tractable products between the individual Peirce spaces J t . In the case of mixed Peirce decompositions, however, the product rules for the Peirce spaces are simply those of the individual tripotents (e.g.,
). There is almost no relation between the Peirce decompositions since there is almost no relation between the tripotents.
We seldom want to consider all terms of a mixed Peirce decomposition individually. For many purposes a very crude decomposition J = J 2 φ JΊ φ J O of J suffices, where J 2 is the part "covered" by the e/s (the part where they act, in concert, like a unit), J x is the part "half-covered" by the e,'s and J o is orthogonal to the e/s.
PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION RELATIVE TO A COMPATIBLE FAMILY.
If 8* = {#!, , e n ) is a compatible family of tripotents in a Jordan triple system J, there is a Peirce decomposition
These spaces multiply according to the orthogonality rules
whereas we can only say P(J^J λ and P(Ji)J 2 lie somewhere in J.
Proof. Clearly from (2.1), we have a direct decomposition of J into the sum J/ 8 7 ) of those J (il ,..., <w) with (j = 2) at least one 2, (j = l) at least one 1 but no 2's, (j = 0) only 0's. The product rules follow "componentwise" from the rules (1.2) for the individual e t '8. For orthogonality (PI), P(x)y = {xyz} -0 if one of x, y is from J 2 (β*) and the other from J 0 (βf) f note the element from J 2 lies in at least one J 2 (e t ), and the element from J o lies in all J 0 (βy) and hence in particular in J 0 (e t ) f where any product with adjacent terms from J 2 (e<) and J 0 (e % ) vanishes by (1.2) . Similarly, if x, zeJ Qf yeJ ι then y lies in some J x {e τ ) and x and z both lie in J 0 (e t ) so that P(x)y and {x^/a;} lie in P(J 0 (e i ))J 1 (e ΐ ) = 0.
For (P2), if x, y lie in J o they lie in all J 0 (e t ) so that P(x)y does too, i.e., lies in J o ; if ze J x then z lies in all J x {e ό ) + JJifis) an( i in at least one J^eO, so {x^} lies in all {J ύ {e ά )J Q {e 5 ){JQ{e ό ) + Ji(βy))} c Jo(βi) + Ji(ey) with at least one J^eO, i.e., in J x . Finally, {w^x} in {J 2 JiJo} or {JiJiJo} has no component in any J 2 (e<) since {JJJ 0 (e % )} c Jofe) + Ji(e t ) 9 and when ^eJ 2 there is no component in J o either since {J 2 (e i )JJ}c:J 2 (e i ) + Jxfe).
For the relation (P3) we need only show the products P{x)y, {xyz} have no components in J o . This is clear if an external factor x lies in J 2 : x lies in some J 2 fe), and {J&^JJ} c J 2 (e<) + Ji(e t ). The only product without such external factor from J 2 is P{J^)J Q \ but if x, z 6 J 1 and y eJ 0 then x lies in some Ji(β<), 2/ lies in J o te), and z lies in J^e,) + Joίe*), so P(x)i/ 6 J 2 (βi) and {xyz} e J 2 {e τ ) + J^e*) has no component in J o . Π
Covering families
We say a compatible family if = {e u , e n } covers J if J -J 2 {&) = Σ J 2 (^) is the sum of the various Peirce spaces J 2 (e0 where β< acts as unit. J is locally unital if it possesses a compatible covering family £?. For example, if J itself has a unit element e (invertible tripotent) then S* = {e} is already a covering family. We will see in § 3 that semisimple systems are always locally unital. •
As an example, a useful tool in breaking semisimple algebras down into simple ones is the fact that a unital ideal is necessarily a direct summand. The same holds for locally unital triples. PROPOSITION 
If K is a locally unital ideal in a Jordan triple system J, then K is a direct summand:
, e n } be a compatible family of tripotents in K which covers K. Since e t^K <\J and the Peirce projections E 2 (e t ), E&t) of (1.1) are multiplications by e t we must have J k (e t ) = E k (e t )JcK for k = 2, 1:
Summing over all i, we get •
We remark that it is essential here that the family g* be finite: if J -A + is the unital Jordan algebra obtained from the associative algebra A = ΦI + K (iΓ the row-and-column-finite matrices in M CO (Φ)) 9 then g 7 = {E lf E 2 , } (E n the n x n unit matrix) is a compatible cover of K, but K is not an ideal direct summand of J.
It is also essential that the family g 7 be compatible, as the following example shows. Let / = Φe φ J 12 φ Φ/ be a unital Jordan algebra with unit 1 = e + /, and J 12 trivial (e.g., if JaM 2 (Φ) with β = βiu fe 22> Jiz = Φβn)' Then K = Φe + J n is an ideal which is not an ideal direct summand, yet it is covered (even spanned) by e and all e t = e + z t for some finite basis {zj for J 12 . These e* are idempotents but are not compatible with e: {eeβi} = 2β + z t ί J 2 (ei) since 2 £ g Λfe).
Orthogonal families
We may regard (2.2) as an analogue for triple systems of the Peirce decomposition relative to a single idempotent g 
The Peirce spaces multiply according to the following rules. A product is zero unless its indices can be linked or linked through 0,
where the only possible nonzero unlinked products are (for i, j, k, Q=£) (ui) 
* is, since elements from distinct g^, ify are orthogonal and hence automatically compatible by (1.8i To see there are no components of {JijJijJ ik } in J jk in (P9) (i f j Φ 0 but fc = 0 allowed) we may assume x ih y tj , z ik lie in Peirce spaces Ju v ... tin ) of (2.1). Then y tj lies in some J x (e ά ) for ^e^ , whence α^ does too (otherwise it lies in J 0 (e/) with z iki and {xyz} e {JQJJO} = 0), in Jwhich case {CCT/^} e {J^Jo} c J 0 (βi). This cannot be true for all β y 6 g 7^ if there is to be a component in J ίk , so some βy6^ has VijβJoie'j), whence x t jGJι(e'j) (otherwise x iS eJ 0 (ej) and again {xyz} e {Jo«Vo} c J 0 (e'/) Similar arguments apply to all components except Proof. & -U if ι remains compatible in any larger J since by (1.6) compatibility of e,/is an element condition {eef} -P(ff{eef} and thus remains true in J. Thus S 7 decomposes J with J iό = E iά (J) 3 Eu(J) = Jtj-Since these Peirce projections E ts = Σ-EW •-, **> are multiplication operators, they leave any ideal K invariant, so K = Σ •#</(#) for J^/JBL ) = K Π JEW J) = iΓ Γ) J*;. In particular, any bimodule M is an ideal in the split null extension / = J φ M, so 3* Grid decompositions* We wish to show that semisimple Jordan triple systems are locally unital, indeed have very special sorts of covering families. An orthogonal-collίnear family is a family if = {ej of tripotents such that any two e if e 5 are either orthogonal or collinear; such families are automatically compatible by (1.8i-ii) .
If e 2 is collinear with both e ι and e z in an orthogonal-collinear family, e % T e 2 T β a , then either e x T e 3 are collinear (so we have a "line" of tripotents e x -e 2 ~ βδ)> ^r ^lse βi _L e 3 are orthogonal (so we have the start e x -e 2 of a quadrangle). This latter configuration is I very important-it can always be completed to a true quadrangle where adjacent corners are collinear and opposite corners are orthogonal.
Quadrangles
We define a quadrangle of tripotents to be an ordered quadruple {e ίf e 2 , e 3 , ej of tripotents such that (3.1) βi T e i+19 βi J_ e i+2 , {eie i+1 e i+2 } = e i+z (indices mod 4) . (ii) Pfe)Pfe +1 ) = P(e w )P(e w ) while all other Peirce spaces vanish.
Proof. For (i) we have Lfe, e <+1 ) = L(e<, {e £+2^+s eJ) = {e 4+2 e t e i }) + L({e i e ΐ+2 β ί+3 }, e*) + ί/({β i e i β i+3 }, e i+2 ) (by linearized (0.3)) = -0 + 0 + L(e i+3 , e i+2 ) by quadrangularity. For (iii) we have L(e 2 , e 2 ) + L(β 4 , e 4 ) = L(e 2 , {βββ^J) + Lfa, {^362^!}) = I/({β 2 e 3 eJ, e t ) + LiSfifoe^, e 8 ) (by linearized (0.3)) -L(e lf β x ) + L(e z , e z ).
For (ii) P(e w )P(e w ) = β. ^Pfe) + L(β if (by (0.8) and (i) above) -Pfe)P(e ΐ+1 )P(e i+2 ) 2 (by e i+2 _L β <f P(e i+1 )e i+2 -0, and (0.2) with P(e i+2 )e ί+3 -0) -PίeOίPίk+A+^+J) + P(e i+lf P(e i+2 )% +1 ) -P(e i+2 ) 2 
P(e i+1 ) -L(e i+2 e i+2 )P(e i+1 )L(e ί+2 ,
e i+2 )} (by (0.8)) = Pfe)P(e m ) (by e t ± β i+2 , P(e i+2 )e M = 0, P(e < ){β <+2 β i+2 J} cPfe){J o fe)JJ} = 0).
To obtain (iv) we show the 81 terms Jj = Ju v i 2 ,τ 2 ,i 4 ) for Je {2, 1, 0} 4 of the Peirce decomposition (2.1) relative to Φ = {e u e 2 , e z , βj reduce to the above 14 terms, i.e., the other 67 vanish. From e x _L β 3 , e 2 -L 64 and (2.9i) we see that whenever J has an index i k -2 then J z vanishes unless i k+2 = 0. This gets rid of 45 spaces If we assume 1/2eΦ we could deduce the remaining 6 spaces vanish, xλ.e i9 e iw and also P(e i+1 )aJ=P({β <+2 β <+8 βJ)α; -{P(e <+2 )P(β <+8 )P(β 4 )+P(β 4 )P(β 1+8 )P(β <+ϊ ) + P(β<, β<+2)P(βi+ 8 )P(β < , e ί+2 ) -P(P(e ί+2 )β ί+3 , P(βi)β <+8 )}a? = 0 using linearized (0.1) plus a? J_ e o e i+2 plus e< ± β ί+3 . Thus the 67 spaces vanish, leaving the 14 spaces of (iv).
• Another way to see the last 6 spaces vanish is to note that for collinear tripotents, certain of the Peirce spaces are tied to each other. 
Rigidity
Two orthogonal tripotents elf are automatically rigid in the sense that not merely e, but the whole Peirce space J 2 (e) governed by e, falls in J 0 (f) by (2.9i). Unfortunately the analogous property need not hold for collinear tripotents. We say collinear e, f are rigid or rigidly imbedded in J if the whole Peirce space governed by e falls in J,(f) 
(e).
In particular (3.6) e T / are rigid iff J m) = 0 , which shows rigidity is symmetric. The condition J (22) = 0 is that e and / do not "overlap" in J, in the sense that they have no common elements in their 2-spaces. An important situation where rigidity is automatic is the case of division tripotents, those e for which J 2 (e) is a division system all of whose nonzero elements x are invertible in the sense that P(x) is an invertible operator. Such tripotents are found in abundance in systems satisfying the d.c.c. on inner ideals. Slightly more general are the domain tripotents, for which J 2 (e) is a domain in the sense that all nonzero x are cancellable, i.e., P{x) is injective; this is equivalent to the condition that there be no zero divisors P{x)y = 0 for x, y Φ 0. At the other extreme from this case where J 2 {β) is small is that where J 2 (e) is large, namely the case of a full (maximal) tripotent e with J 0 (e) -0.
PROPOSITION 3.7. If e is a full or domain tripotent, then any tripotent f collinear with e is automatically rigidly imbedded with e, If e is a domain tripotent then a nonzero tripotent f in J x (e) will be collinear with e as soon as P{f)e = 0.
Proof. Suppose e and / are collinear. If e is full then J 0 (e)=0 implies J m) = 0 and e, f are rigid. Suppose now that e is a domain tripotent, J 2 (e) is a domain. But P(/ (22) )0 c P(/ 2 (/)) J^/) = 0 by (1.2), so J ( 22) = 0 and hence e, f are rigid.
Now suppose e is a domain tripotent and / a tripotent in J x (e) with P(f)e = 0. Then collinearity reduces to {ffe} = e. Writing e = x i + x 1 + x 0 for Peirce elements x t 6 J^f), we have x 2 -P(f) 2 e = 0 by hypothesis, so x x = {ffe} 6 {e7i(e)Ji(e)J 2 (e)} c J 2 {e), so also x Q -ex x eJ 2 {e), yet P(x o )Xi = 0 by (1.2). Since J 2 (e) is a domain this forces one of x lf x 0 to vanish. Here x x = 0 would imply e = cc 0 is orthogonal to /, so instead it must be x 0 that vanishes, and e = x λ -{ffe}.
• Rigidity is not an intrinsic property of the tripotents, it depends very much on the imbedding. For example, e -E n and / = E 12 are rigidly imbedded in M lt2 (D) , but not in the larger system H Z {D, D o , j) (imbedded via e = H 12 , f = H 1Z ), since here e and / overlap on Grids An orthogonal-collinear family ί? = {e % ) is rigidly imbedded or rigid in J if each collinear pair e i9 e d is rigid (we observed that orthogonal pairs are always rigid). Thus for each i, j either J 2 (^)c /otei) or ^2te) c Jίiβj), according as e t 1 e ά or e t T <?, -.
A grid is a rigid orthogonal-collinear family 8* which covers J and is closed under multiplication, in the sense that for distinct e, f, geβf {efg} is zero or (up to sign) a tripotent in &. (By orthogonal-collinear ity, P(β)/and {eef} automatically vanish or fall in g Proo/. The description of / 2 (e) follows from orthogonal-collinear ity and rigidity. Thus the spaces J e are independent, and by the covering property J= J^) they span J, so J = 0 J e The relations (Gl), (G2) hold whenever e, f are rigidly imbedded, by the Peirce relations (1.2) . For (G3) note that if e T / T g the product vanishes when e T g by rigid collinearity, {J e J/J g } c J 2 (β) Π ΛCf) Π ΛtoHO by (3.6). For (G4), recall by (3.2) that {e,f,g,h} does form a quadrangle whenever eTfTgle.
By rigidity, {f7 e J// ff }c{J 1 (fc)J 0 (fc)Ji(fe)}c: Jfc, where we have used the closure property of a grid to insure that ±h belongs to §? (note J__ h -J h ).
From these rules it is clear that the J 2 (&i) are orthogonal ideals summing to J (if e t e g^, e 5 e g 7^ distinct then e t _L e jf and a product is always connected to both outer factors).
• This allows us to concentrate on "connected" grids. To a connected grid we can attach a coordinate algebra D: we choose a tripotent e e ^ and introduce D = J 2 (e). By connectivity all J 2 (f) are isomorphic to J 2 (e) by a chain of exchange automorphisms T ei>H+1 [7] , so J is a direct sum of copies of D. The exact description of / reduces to the selection of canonical identification or symmetry maps J 2 (f) -> J 2 {e), and the description of the collinear product (G2) and quadrangular products (G4). We will carry out this program for rectangular, symplectic, and hermitian grids in a subsequent paper [7] .
Examples
We now want to exhibit grids for all semisimple triple systems. EXAMPLE 3.9 (Unital grid). If J is a unital Jordan algebra, then J has as covering grid £? = {1}.
• EXAMPLE 3.10 (1x2 Grid). The triple system M 1)2 (D) of 1 x 2 matrices (as in (0.9)) over an alternative algebra with involution has covering grid gf = {E llf E l2 ) consisting of two rigidly collinear
• EXAMPLE 3.11 (Rectangular grid). The triple system M Pjq (D) of rectangular matrices (as in (0.9)) has as covering grid the rectangular grid g" -{E ti } of all rectangular matrix units E iS . Here J 2 {E iό ) -
E kl are rigidly collinear if they share a common row index i = k or column index j = I, and are orthogonal otherwise.
• EXAMPLE 3.12 (Symplectic grid). The symplectic triple system S n (C) of alternating matrices (as in (0.10)) has symplectic grid & = {F iά \i < j} consisting of the symplectic matrix units F iά (F 5i ~-F ijr 
Σfc,ι,ί,3v C^fei so F t j, F kl are rigidly collinear if they share a common index and are orthogonal otherwise.
• EXAMPLE 3.13 (Hermitian grid). The triple system H n {D, D o , J) of n x n hermitian matrices (as in (0.12)) is an isotope of a Jordan algebra, hence trivially has unital covering grid g 7 = {1}. It also has an orthogonal-collinear cover g 7 = {H iά \i < j}, of all off-diagonal hermitian matrix units The polarized triples we need to consider have the special form Jψ J®J obtained by pairing two copies of the same Jordan triple system J + = J_ = J with P(x ε )y_ ε = P(x)y J is isomorphic to J®Ω for Ω = Φ+ m 0_, with P{x)y -P(x)y* where the exchange involution (a?©2/)* =.y©α? is induced from the exchange involution on Ω.
The map x -> x = OJ © x is an isomorphism of J with iϊ(J, *). If g* = { e J is a compatible or orthogonal-collinear cover or grid for J, then £? = {e'J is a family of the same sort which covers / since EXAMPLE 3.15. If J=JφJ results from doubling a Jordan triple system J having grid g% then the Jordan pair or polarized Jordan triple system J has grid C S.
• Since all semisimple Jordan pairs with d.c.c. on all inner ideals are direct sums of simple systems of the above types 3.9-3.15 ( [2, p. 138-139] (e, 2e) with S e = (-1)' on J t (e) .
These generate a normal subgroup of the group of automorphism, TS^Γ" 1 -S Te , and play an important role in many applications. We wish to try the same thing for an arbitrary compatible family of tripotents 8" in place of β. The Peirce reflection S? relative to this family is defined to be
for the Peirce projections E&) of J on J^) in (2.2). These are normalized by automorphisms, However, in general the invertible linear operator S# of period 2 is not expressible as a B operator and is not an automorphism of the triple system. The conditions for it to be an automorphism are reduce to (*) = (i), (**) = (H), and (***) = (iii) + (iv). Q These conditions are necessary if J has no 2-torsion. On the other hand, if J has characteristic 2 then all Peirce reflections reduce to the identity map, which is automatically an automorphism.
We verify these conditions for two special situations which are important in constructing symmetries of matrix systems [7] . PROPOSITION 4.4 . The Peirce reflection S# will be an automorphism in either of the two following cases: if& = {e, /} for two collinear tripotents e, f with Peirce decomposition
satisfying the conditions Proof. Consider first the case g 7 = {e, f, k} of three tripotents. To verify the conditions (i)-(iv) of (4.3,) by symmetry in β, /, k and the fact that always L(J If J Σ )J K c J κ , it suffices to verify (i'-ii') P(J (110) ) and P(J (110) , J {1O u) and P(J (220) ) and P(J {220) , e/ (022) + J (112) + J (211) ) and P(J (211) ) andP(/ (211) , J {m) ) leave ^ and
when corresponding adjacent indices are 2, 0). By the individual Peirce relations, the only nontrivial products in (i'-ii') are «M220) "^ * (000)) C e/(no) + «/(000) + e^(220)> P(«/(110)> ^ (101) L(J (220) , J( 2 n))Jaoi) c/mo). Thus the conditions of 4.3 are met, and S& is an automorphism in this case. Now consider the case g 7 = {e, /}. We first note that conditions (2a)-(2c) imply the further conditions (2a'-b') P(J {ll) ){J m + Jim + Jao) + J m) + e/coo)} = 0 (2C') P(/ (]0 ), e/ (01) ){e7 (11) + J ( oo)} = 0 (2C ) Z/(e/ (11) , e/ (10 ) + J(0l))J(00 Thus we may employ all these.
To verify (4.3(i)-(iv)) for g 7 = {e, /} it suffices by symmetry in e,/and 
Proof. These 3 conditions imply the quadrangular Peirce decomposition (3.3iv) has ( 1 ) β' (2200) Π JiC*))} = 0 by (i'), so J" (2101 ) c Ji(fc) by compatibility, similarly for J" U210) , while using g, h in place of e, f yields J m2l) Π J 2 (k) = J m21) Π J 0 (k) = 0 so /(0121) c JΊ(fe) and dually for J (10 i 2 ). Finally (v') follows from (3.3iv), since by Lemma 3.2 {e, k, g} imbeds in a quadrangle. From these we immediately obtain the condition (3a), (3b) for {e, f, k}: for (3b) (iiD = {^(uii) + ^(noo)} n JM = 0 by (iii), (ii'), J (10ύ) = {J (1012 > + e7" (1001) }n J (4.4) (J, M) , it is important to be able to lift compatible covering families from J to any null extension J (i.e., lifting from J = J/M to J modulo a null or trivial ideal Jl£). In this section we consider the general problem of lifting a compatible family modulo a nil ideal.
In lifting a family the crucial step is always lifting a single tripotent. LIFTING LEMMA 5.1 (1, p. 108 (x))) converge to an idempotent e = 0 {n) (#): since π(f(x)) = ττ(cc -# 2 ) = e -e 2 = 0 we have f(x) e Ker π nil by hypothesis, /(a?) 2 *" 1 = 0 for suitably large w, hence f(g M (x)) = 0 and e = 0 (n) (#) has e -e 2 = /(*) = 0. Thus e is an idempotent. It still covers e since π(g {n) (x)) -g {n) (π(x)) = 0 (n> (e) = β since g(e) = 3e -2e = e. The Jordan algebra proof can be used to derive the result for pairs ([2, p. 109] ).
In triple systems only odd powers are defined, hence we can only consider odd polynomials. When 1/2 is available we have
for /(t) = t -f, g{t) = 5/2 ί 3 -3/2 f .
As before, after a finite number of steps the iterates g {n) (x) converge to a tripotent, e, e -e 3 -f(e) = 0. If we do not wish to wait for a sequence to converge, we can produce the idempotent lift directly. In the Jordan algebra case, suppose x -x 2 is nilpotent of index n. We claim
Indeed, t 2n divides g since 1 -(1 -tf n vanishes at t = 0 and hence is divisible by ί, similarly 1-0=1-(1-w)
Therefore e = $r(aθ has β -e 2 6 Ϊ7((aj -x 2 ) n )J = 0, where 0(0) = 0 and 0(1) = 1 guarantee 0(0?) makes sense in (the perhaps nonunital) J and π(g(x)) = 0(e) = g(ΐ)e = e.
The Jordan triple case is more complicated. We have = ^(/χ;) with e -£ -0, π(β) = flr(e) = flr(l)e" = β". Π EXAMPLE 5.6. It is somewhat surprising that 1/2 is necessary for lifting in triple systems, but one can give a "generic" example of a non-liftable tripotent. One can calculate that there is no integral polynomial g(t) 6 Z odd [ί] such that g(l) = 1 and
, JBΓ = (ί -tJB = β (l -sfB then J = J3/JSΓ-> JB/L = J has nil (even trivial) kernel LjK, yet e = t is a tripotent in J with no covering tripotent β = #(*) in /. Thus lifting is not always possible in triple systems.
• REMARK 5.7. The lift e obtained from an arbitrary x may not be the "correct" one. For example, if e is the "correct" cover of e and we choose a preimage x = e -w = e -(w 2 + w t + w 0 ) for w t eKΓ\ Jiifi) (for trivial K = Ker π: J -> J), then one easily computes
Therefore p(sc) = Σ «n^2 n+1 = (Σ α«)(β -(w x +w 2 )) -a Q w Q -Σ na n (w 2 +w%) covers e iff Σ a n = l I n general / = β -(^2 + ^ + z 0 ) is tripotent for ZtβKΓl Ji(e) iff ^o = z 2 + rf = 0 (P(/) -/ = « -P(e)« -{βe^} = (« 2 + «! + 3 0 ) -0&! + 22; 2 + zt) by triviality of K), so p(α?) = / is a tripotent cover of e iff Σ α» = 1, «o^o = 0, {1 + 2 Σ ^«n) (w 2 + ^) = 0 .
In this case
Thus in general we cannot get rid of the components w x and w 2 , so no lift feΦ [x] is the correct lift β.
•
Once we can lift a single idempotent, we can without further ado lift a countable family of orthogonal idempotents. It is not clear that we can always lift compatible families. We will be able to lift certain families intermediate between orthogonal and compatible. A linearly-ordered family {ej of tripotents is hierarchical if β > a implies e β lies in one of the Peirce spaces Ji(e a ). An important special case is that of an orthogonal family (e β e J 0 (e a )) or a collinear family (e β e J^O), or more generally an orthogonal-collinear family where any two e a , e β are either orthogonal or collinear. It is easy to see by (1.8(iii) ) that any hierarchical family is compatible. Proof Assume {ej is a hierarchical family of tripotents (resp. idempotents in the Jordan algebra case). By the Lifting Lemma 5.1 we can under our hypotheses lift e x to e u which is by itself trivially hierarchical. Assume we have lifted {e u --,e n } to hierarchical {e lf --,e n }. Then these are in particular compatible, and determine a Peirce decomposition J = φ J (<1 ,..., <n) as in (2.1), with 
.,t n) .
Then we can choose a preimage x of e n+ί lying in •^(•i . ,t»> As. a result the tripotent (resp. idempotent) e n+1 =p(x) given by (5.1) automatically stays inside the sub-triple system J^,...,,^ = Π J si (ei) , so e n+ ι automatically lies in J H {ei) for each i = 1, 2, , n, and hence {e lt e 2 , , e nf e n+1 } is again hierarchical. If e l9 '" 9 e n are supplementary in / then in J the idempotent e -e λ + + e n (using orthogonality!) covers ϊ, π(e) = e x + h e n -ϊ. Thus π(l -e) = 0, 1-eeKerπ is nil, yet at the same time 1 -e is idempotent. Thus 1 -e = 0 and e γ + + e n = e = 1 are supplementary in /.
• OPEN QUESTION 5.9. Can we lift arbitrary compatible families? Can strongly compatible families, at least, be lifted to compatible families? Can orthogonal-collinear families be lifted to orthogonalcollinear families? (By the above, orthogonal-collinear {βj can be lifted to hierarchical {ej, so orthogonality e a ±e β <=>e β e J 0 (e a ) is inherited by e a , e β , but collinearity e a T e β is transformed only into e β e Ji(β α ), which does not quite imply collinearity e a 6 J λ (e β ) as well).
We can always lift two collinear tripotents modulo nilpotent ideals. Proof. Penico solvability means S n (K) = 0 for some n, where
. By induction it suffices to consider the case S(K) = 0 of a trivial ideal. By 5.8 we can left e to e, then fe Ji(e) to feJ^e).
Since / covers /, P(/)e" = L(f, f)e-e = 0 implies P(/)β -z 0 , L(f,f) 
/'. D D
However, it is not clear that this argument can be extended to show a whole collinear (or orthogonal-collinear) family can be lifted to one of the same type. REMARK 5.12 . The fact that collinear e, f have been lifted to tripotents β, / with feJ^e) does not imply collinearity eeJ^f), hence the modification /' in the above proof is really necessary. Proof. By induction it suffices to prove this for the case of two summands, recalling by (2. 3) that direct sums remain locally unital. So let J be a null extension of J = K EB L by a bimodule M: O-^ikf-* ji J->0 is exact. Then 0 ->M-> K^ K->0 is exact for K = π~\K) ZD π~\0) = M, and by our hypothesis on K this splits: there is a subsystem BaKaJ isomorphic under π to K. If i? is a covering family for the locally unital K, we lift it via the given isomorphism to a covering family for B. •
The argument actually shows it suffices if all but one of the Ji is locally unital, since we never needed a cover for L.
The crucial step in the above proof was lifting a cover £? of if to a compatible family in J, which depended on knowing H\K, M) = 0. To get a relation between H\J f M) and the H\J i9 Λf 4 ) in general, we need to be able to lift the tripotents which form the local unit of Ji. This is why we studied the problem of lifting compatible families modulo trivial ideals in (5.8.) Using hierarchical families we can reduce extensions of direct sums to extensions of the pieces. We recall how the equivalence classes of extensions of a Jordan triple system by a bimodule M gains its algebraic structure H\J, M). 
